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Nederman
Appointment

Heating Installations New Scheme Imminent
Given the much-maligned image of
the legitimate small to mediumsized heating contractor caused by
widespread "cowboy" clement
this sector, the imminent
publication of detail concer~ing
the new Heating Quality & SaTety
Committee Scheme for central
heating and plumbing installations
is most welcome.
For those of you unaware, the
Heating Quality & Safety Committee (HQSC) is a body made up of
various industry representatives
and association which first came
together back in the middle of 1985
to discuss ways and means of
regulating the quality of heating
installations and to ensure adequate standards of safety and
technical competence (and thereby
reliability) in this regard.
A number of working groups
were formed since then to develop
and various strands which would
comprise the scheme and these
have since completed studies and
recommendations on such is ues as
e bonding of cont ractors; an arrat ion proc9dure in the event of
isputes; the possible registration
and certification of registered con-

tractors; conditions of contract
between the consumer and the contractor; and a technical specification approved and agreed by all.
The technical specification was
more or lp-ss the last piece in the
jig-saw which makes up the entire
Scheme and now that a draft form
is in the final stages, an announcement concerning the overall
Heating Quality & Safety Committee Scheme is likely within a matter
of weeks.
Through the Scheme a more
professional and mutuallybeneficial relationship can be
established between the consumer
and the contractor because such
thorny issues as technical, contractual and financial requirements
and safeguards will be clearly
presented for all to understand.
In the event of any disputes arising - which should in the first instance be minimised by the Scheme
- both parties will know precisely
their standing in the situation and
an immediate course of action can
be set in motion without recourse
to the law at that stage. This latter
action should in fact be unnecessary if those who join the

Scheme fully adhere to the spirit
and indeed letter of the terms it
contains.
How the Scheme will eventually
be managed remains to be seen and
it is conceivable - though by no
means probable - that the CIF
could even be involved.
At the moment those who have
already contributed to gelling the
Scheme to its present stage include
commercial companies such as
New Dublin Gas, Irish Shell, Calor
Kosangas and other manufacturers/distributors; leading individuals within the industry; and
representatives from the various
association interests such as the
IDHE, the Heating & Plumbing
Contractors Associatioll, the IIRS
and the Institute of Plumbing.
The development of the HQSC
Scheme is a most welcome event
and comes at an ideal time for an
industry which, in the particular
sector in question, could do with a
tightening up of the controls.
Once unveiled in the coming
weeks it deserves the full support
of the entire industry.

David W. Taylor (above) has been
appointed an official distributor of
ederman industrial ventilation
equipment throughout the
Republic of Ireland. Mr. Taylor,
who ha~ been connected with
Nederman products for many
year~ past, will trade a~ VentEquip from SI. John's, Blacklion,
Grey~tone~, Co. Wicklow. Hi~
telephone number is: 01-876073.
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Powrmatic Ltd.

THE WORLD'S FAVOURITE AIR HEATER

STOCKISTS FOR THE FULL RANGE OF
WARM AIR HEATING EQUIPMENT,
BOILERS, SABIANA, FLUE AND VENTILATION PRODUCTS.
HEATI G CO TROLS & DEVICES (lRL) LIMITED,
45 Broomhill Close
Tallaght, Co. Dublin..

01-521533/521635.

CLYDE SYSTEMS LIMITED,
John F. Kennedy Road~
Naas Road, Dublin 12

01-507844

HEATI G CO TROLS & DEVICES LIMITED,
6 Ballyoran Lane
Dundonald
Belfast BT16 OTL

02318-5111

SHERIDAN & HOOD LIMITED,
42/44 Grace Avenue
Belfast BT5 5JH

672423/4

THOMPSON AIR HEATERS & VENTILATION LIMITED
Shortcastle
Mallow
Co Cork

022-21521
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'All Change

But No Change'

Dear Reader,
Having been associated with the building services industry for
over 10 years now - most of that time spent as Editor of Irish
H& V News - it will come as no surprise to most of you that, as
and from this October issue of the journal, I am now the
.
publisher of the magazine.
Additionally, Joe Warren - who is equally well known to
most of you - is also involved in the project and he will be continuing as Sales/Advertising Manager.
'
Consequently, what you've got is a case of "all change but no
change" so to speak.
The content and style of the magazine, which as been steadily
changing and adapting to suit the concurrent cQanges within the
industry itself, will remain unaltered, though the evolutionary
process of improvement which has taken place - especially in the
last 12 months - will continue.
The long tradition as established by ITTP will be built on and
we have the full support of ITTP Managing Director, Gerry
Murphy who sees this development as a logical step.
Given the very nature of the new set-up both Joe Warren and I
will be better positioned to relate even more closely with the
building services industry here in Ireland, and thereby better
equipped to tailor the journal's content to suit its needs.
Thanking you for your support in the past and looking forward
to a mutually beneficial relationship in the future.
ps: As always letters, comments, suggestions for features and
even criticisms are most welcome.

PAT LEHANE,
Editor/Publisher

PLEASE NOTE NEW ADDRESS
Irish H& V News is now published by:
Pressline Ltd, No. 1 Carysfort Avenue, Blackrock,
Co. Dublin. Tel: 831596.

IRISHH.VNEWS
IRELAND'S BUILDING SERVICES MAGAZINE

Published by: Pressline Ltd., No. I Carysfort Avenue,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Tel: 831596.
Editor: Pat rick Lehane
Advertisement Manager: loe Warren
Origination and Design by: DBA Graphic Services
56 Carysfort Avenue, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Tel: 887247.
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Northern Representative: Bill Maginnis, Sandymount.
Annalong, Newry, Co. Down. Tel: Anna10ng 03967/68821)'
Telex: 747864.
'
Subscription: One year £20.
Printed ~y: Kilkenny People Ltd., High Street, Kilkenny.
©All edltonal contents and all advertisements prepared by the
publishers, Pressline Ltd. 1986.
Irish Heating& Ventilating News circulates to key executives in the
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration, sanitaryware,
plumbIng and environmental control
industries. Its circulation also
includes energy managers, architects
designers, sanitary engineers,
'
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environmental engineers and
building merchants in the 32
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Leisure launch Dual-Fuel Cooker

• PIctured at a reception in the Westbury Hotel, Dublin on Monday 15
September, 1986 where C & F introduced the new range of Leisure
dual-fuel cookers (from left to right) were: John Duignan, Managing
Director of C & F Ltd; Stephen Rennie, Marketing Director of Flavel
Leisure; and Sean Cooney of the ESB.
At a reception to introduce six new
cookers, Flavel Leisure - through
their Irish distributors C & F Lld
unveiled a new range of
cookers. An all-gas, all-electric
and a dual-fuel gas/electric
cooker.
The'Leisure 3000 is the dual-fuel
cooker. It has several obvious advantages - a gas hob with an electric grill and a fan-assisted oven.
These features offer the cook the
instant controllability of gas,
together with the convenience of
electricity, both combined in the
one cooker.

The hob gas burners will light instantly at the touch of the ignition
button. There is a sealed hotplate
which makes cleaning the hob simple. And Leisure have even provided a flush fitting, smoked-glass lid,
which cleverly doubles as a
splash back, when the hotplate is
being used.
The piece de resistance of the
gas/electric cooker is the fanassisted oven, which heats up
much faster than a conventional
electrical oven and cooks at an
even temperature throughout.
Model 3020 is the Leisure allelectric cooker which is designed

Convention
Building Industry
and business discussions comThe fifth Building Industry Conmence. Exhibitors can take space
vention - in conjunction with the
for the whole week, or, just one
Professional Services Fair - will
day to link in with that day's Conbe held at the Metropole Hotel,
vention theme.
Brighton, Sussex, England, from
Each day there will be a con6-10 April 1987.
ference on a subject of major inThe objectives of the Conventerest and importance. In addition,
tion are (a) to discuss trends and
concurrent clinics (for 12-20 peodevelopments, (b) to spotlight
ple) will be led by experts on
business opportunites and (c) to
specific aspects of the theme.
provide a forum for business conDelegates can select what they wish
tacts with clients.
to attend, with whom they wish to
A major innovation in 1987 in
discuss problems and what aspects
the Professional Services Fair
of the day will benefit them most.
where professionals and organisaFull details of the 1987 Building
tions including architects,
Industry Convention and the new
designers, surveyors, developers,
Professional Services Fair can be
contractors, financiers, engineers
obtained from the Convention
and other consultants can display
Secretary, Building Industry Conand promote themselves to clients.
vention Lld, Pippingford Park
The Fair will be situated in the
Manor,
Nutley,
Sussex
heart of' the Building Industry
TN22 3HW. Tel: 082 571 3277;
Convention's activities where
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss5/1
delegates' refreshments are taken
Telex: 266332.
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with four solid disk plates, while
two of the hotplates include special
heat sensor thermostats which
means that it is impossible for pans
to boil dry.
The all-gas cooker, model 3010
includes a "Heatflo" gas ove~
which provides zoned heat, thus
offering one the flexibility of cooking various dishes requiring different temperatures, all at the same
time.
The three new Leisure cookers
are designed in a choice of a deep
brown colour or the traditional
white, giving a choice of six
cookers in total.

President IEI

Mr. J. F. Lang, ME, CEng, FIEI,
has been elected President of the
Institution of Engineers of Ireland.
A native of Dublin, he was
educated at Synge Street CBS,
Belvedere College and UCD where
he qualified in mechanical and
electrical engineering. Mr. Lang
filled many senior positions in the
ESB in Cork, the Midlands and in
Dublin. He retired as Director,
Energy Resources and is now an
energy consultant.
He is a Director of the Irish National Petroleum Corporation and
the Irish Refining Company and
has recently completed a 5-year
period as the first Irish member of
the Coal Industry Advisory Board
of the International Energy Agency in Paris.

WOMAN '86 FINAL

• At a reception held recently in the Shelbourne Hotel, Dublin, Veronica
Luby (right) of Sandyford Road, Dublin 16 was chosen as Sunday
Independent/ERGAS Woman '86. She is pictured above with Larry
Clarke, General Sales Manager, Ergas; and A vril Doyle, Minister ofState
for the Environment (centre).
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A frog

in the throat.
When a male reed frog a-wooing-goes he first attracts the ladies'
attention with a romantic serenade.
The tune is produced by the vibration of a pair of skin folds in the
vocal cords. Air is passed backwards and forwards between the lungs and
the large vocal pouch which inflates and deflates just like a balloon.
In offices, shops, pubs, clubs and restaurants one of the best ways of
keeping the ladies, and the gentlemen, sweet is to ensure that the
atmosphere is temperature controlled and at the correct humidity level.
That:'; where Carrier come in. Their elegant range of packaged and
split air conditioning units is designed to quietly and efficiently create a
comfortable environment.
You can choose heating and cooling
or cooling only and cOI1\'entionally or
energy saving heat pump operated
models. And there is also the Moduline ~
Variable Air Volume range of
terminals to provide draught
free air circulation.
Whichever Carrier
product you choose, you can
rely on the Walker Air
Conditioning design,
commissioning and after sales
service support.
Just ask us.

WALKER AI CONDITIONING
world leader in air conditioning
and heating technology
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1986

Dublin
300844

Belfast
02318 5234

Glasgow
041-8870551
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Marley Launch New. Universal
Access Junctions

Institution of Occupational
Safety and Health
The Irish Branch of the Institution
of Occupational Safety and Health
has established a course, which
was deferred last year, leading to
the examination for Corporate
Membership of the Institution. It
commenced at the National Institute of Higher Education
Glasnevin, Dublin 9 on the 2i
September last.
There will be a demand over the
next ten years for personnel trained in occupational safety and
health, as legislation is extended
from the present 20070 to 100070 of
the workforce. Large jury settlements for industrial injuries
have raised premiums sharply to
cover the employers' liability insurance. This has led to an increased awareness of safety at work by
employers, employees and insurers.
Employers of an IOSH Corporate Member can be sure that
the person employed as safety and
heal~h adviser is technically
qualtfled for the job.
The course is in weekly modules.
Each module covers one examination paper. Dates and COntents of

• Marley's new Universal Access Junction.
A new range of "Universal Access
Junctions" (AJ's) for use in
underground drainage systems,
has been introduced by Marley Extrusions (Ireland) Ltd, the Lucanbased manufacturer of PVC drain
pipes, gutters and fittings.
Designed and developed in
Ireland by Marley's design team,
the new AJ's represent a major improvement in the quality and
desigp of PVC drainage components and are manufactured at
the company's modern production facility. The market for the
new product is valued at £1
million.
A subsidiary of the CPI Group,
the company was established in

1967 and currently employs eighty
people in manufacture, marketing,
and distribution of an extensive
range of above and below ground
drainage products. These comprise
rainwaier, soil, waste and
underground drainage (sewer)
systems.
The new Universal Access Junctions, existing products and
Marley's Extrusion and Injection
Moulding Departments were
shown to over 500 customers and
specifiers over two factory open
days held on September 16 and 17
last.
The new AJ's were featured on
the Irish Goods Council's stand at
the receIlt Building Exhibition
in the RDS during October.

I 1

Rotary Group
Expansion

DOI: 10.21427/D7Q997
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(I) Physicians studying for Part I
of the Faculty of Occupational
Medicine;
(2) Occupational Health Nurses;
(3) Occupational Hygienists, Industrial Phychologists, Factory and Environmen
Health Inspectors;
(4) Trade Union Officers.
The Fee for the whole course is
£800. Individual modules cost £200
each. The course tutor is Peter
Start, Department of Chemistry,
UCD, Belfield, Dublin 4.
Further information may be obtained from NI HE: 01-37077, Ext
293 or Professor Wood, Ext 292.

EXPOCLIMA '86

London H& V - Best Yet
presents for the Irish visitor are
There is now no doubt that the retaken full advantage of.
cent London H&V Show held at
Irish participation from an exOlympia, London, is the prime
hibitor point of view is also growbuilding services exhibition to be
ing but generally those taking part
held in the British Isles.
Last month's event was an un- I- as in the case of H. R. Holfeld
(Exports) - tend to participate
qualified success, the early apunder the name of their officially
prehension of the organisers
appointed UK distributors. They,
because of the much-extended
like their compatriots, cannot but
noor area being totally unfoundhave been pleased with the event,
ed. Indeed, this greatly contributed
which should all auger well for the
to its impact.
next show in the series.
As we go to press figures are not
yet available on the number of
visitors to the show but we do
know that the Irish contingent was
fairly strong. Also, exhibitors we
spoke to were very pleased with the
type of visitor attracted to the
show - in the main they said that
The Rotary Group have acquired
the enquiries being received were
Proud & Sons Lld of Chester, a
of an extraordinary high standard.
long-established
firm
of
This was also said of the many
mechanical and electrical engineers
Irish visitors and those who think
and contractors.
that the industry here uses the LonThe full range of Rotary's serdon H&V as an excuse to live it up
vices will now be available from
in London for three days are greatthis location and considerable exly mistaken. That is not to suggest
pansion of the group's activities in
that it's all work and no play but,
the north west of England is
generally speaking, the many
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss5/1
forecast.
business opportunities such a show

-

the course are as follow - Law:
September 22126 (already gone);
General Science: December 8/12;
Behavioural Science: March
23/27, 1987; Techniques of Safety
Management: April 6/10, 1987;
Occupational Health and Hygiene:
May 18122, 1987.
All modules are also open to
other professionals not taking the
IOSH examination.but who have
responsibility for health and safety
at work including:

I

From the 3 to the 7 of November
next, Expoclima - the European
trade. ~air.for cooling, heating, airconditionIng, dedusting and dry"ng
technologies - will be held in the
Brussels Exhibition Centre.
This show is innovative because
it is the first time that a trade fair
for these fields of interest will be
organised on a European scale. Expoclima - Brussels is in fact an initiative of and is organised with the
help of the European Committee
of Manufacturer~ of Refrigeration
Equipment (CECOMAF) and the
European Committee of Manufacturers of Ventilation Equipment
(EUROVE T).
The decision taken by these two
committees to organise this fair _
on the lines of the Ashrae Fair in
the United States - is undoubtedly an important step. By taking this
initiative the two committees wish
to demonstrate that it is possible _.
whatever the difficulties to
organise a trade fair in Europe
which gives an overall picture of
what the industry, service sector
and other members have to offe;
the world. In this way professionals, manufacturers, systems
suppliers, architects and others
have an opportunity of Obtaining
an overall view of the European industry and its most recent
developments and technologies.
One of the fundamental objectives of Expoclima is the determination of the organisers to encourage manufacturers to think in
European terms, and not to regard

the domestic market as the only
way to profits. It is thus by no
means the intention of Expoclima
to eclipse existing national exhibitions but rather to demonstrate
that European know - how in this
field can easily compete on equal
terms in world markets.
Simultaneously with the trade
fair, the first "European Symposium on Air Handling and
Refrigeration Technology" will
held in the same buildings at t
Brussels Exhibition Centre under
the patronage of the REHVA
(Representatives of European
Heating and Ventilation Association) and the HR (International Institute of Refrigeration).
The convention will be discussing the most pressing problems of
the various industries concerned
and is aimed primarily at es ential
practical applications and new
trends in the technology, such as
air distribution, cooling, heat
pumps, and so on.
In order to facilitate visits to Expoclima by foreign visitors from
all parts of the world and to keep
costs to a minimum, the organisers
have come to an agreement with
"Wagon-Lits Tours and Thomas
Cook Offices." Interested persons
can book both their journey and
their hotel with the agencies of
both companies and can also
register for the symposium and
technical visits through them.
Technical visits in Belgium, France
and Germany are planned.
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IDHEAGM
Last month's IDHE Annual
General Meeting was one of the
best the Institute has witnessed in
many a recent year. In addition to
an attendance of over 40 delegates,
tho e present surpassed themselves
in their contribution to the open
forum sessions which resulted in
very lively and hence fruitful
discussions.
While many topics were
debated, the one which elecited the
greatest response was education.
There has been concern in recent
months as to the viability of the
latest Bolton Street course but all
was saved when four of the m'any
contractors present not only pledged their moral support but also
committed themselves on the spot
to sending an apprentice each to
participate.

Another important item on the
agenda was the timing and place
for the IDHE Convention.
ext
year is once again Convention year
and a suggestion put forward was
that it could take place in conjuction with the forthcoming Gas
Ireland/lhVex show in late March
of next year. However, this has yet
to be discussed further and then
ratified.
As for the election of officers,
Bob Couch man still remains as
President with Harry Pattison continuing as Chairman. The other
Executive positions are as follows:
Vice-Chairman
Charlie
Maguire; Hon. Secretary - Bill
Penrise; Treasurer - Shay Kiernan; Education Officer Joe
. Hogan. The other executives are Eamonn Kearns, Jim Maher,
Kevin Finnerty and Paul Fox.

Irish Roofing Felts' Contracts
ntracts to supply Torl1ex torchon roofing felt to four major projects have been awarded to Irish
Roofing Felts.
The contracts, together covering
almost 11,000 sq. m. are at Tullow
Community School, Co. Carlow;
Ballymun Community School; SI.
James's Hospital, Dublin and
Kilkenny City Hall.
Contractors involved are Briggs
Amasco, Gerard F. May Roofing

on the Crest
Taney Distributors are major
suppliers to the Irish gas industry
and have had the sole selling rights
for Chaffoteaux gas-fired water
heating appliances in Ireland for
ten years. Business has expanded
dramatically during the past two
years as a result of their involvement with the gas conversion programme.
Chaffoteaux are the market
leaders in Ireland for low water
content domestic wall hung boilers
and with Taney are now making
inroads into the commercial and
industrial field with their Flexil1ame range of modular boilers.
Pat Gaffney has every confidence
in the development and expansion
of the Irish gas market, both
natural and LPG and believes that'
Taney and Chaffoteaux are well
placed to take advantage of this
growth.

The Chaffoteaux-sponsored yacht,
crewed by Patrick Elies, sailed into
Kinsale in seventh place on the first
stage of the 17th, l,200-mile,
single-handed Figaro Race.
Awaiting Pat rick Elies was Brian
Gowland, head of Chaffoteaux's
British operations, and Pat Gaffney, Managing Director of Taney
Distributors, together with a
number of Taney's customers.
Continuing the French connection Jean Yves Pare, Commercial
Attache from the French Consulate in Dublin presented Pat rick
with a Waterford Crystal
Decanter, a gift from Chaffoteaux
Ltd, to mark his visit to Kinsale.
From Kinsale the yachts sailed
to Corunna in Spain and then
returned to Pornic in Northern
France, arriving on the 28 July,
with Pat rick Elies taking 3rd place.

and Universal Cladding Systems.
Recently a technical evaluation
of the Torl1ex range of torch-on
roofing felts was completed by the
Institute for Industrial Research
and Standards at the request of
Irish Roofing Felts.
The study was carried out in
order to obtain local endorsement
of the British Board of Agrement
Certificate which the product also
holds.

LOOKOUTFORCE

GAL DUCTFANS

NOW FITTED WITH HOT SPOTMOTOR PROTECTION
HOT SPOT motor protection is one of Roof
Units most important product developments since
the launch of the external rotor motor concept
It means that any overloading of direct driven
fans can be fully monitored -avoiding costly motor
burn outs by factors not dealt with by conventional
overload protection systems.
Now HOT SPOT is fitted to the range of SDF
and SDK centrifugal circular in-line duct fans.
The concept of "in-line" fans has provided the
industry with compact and powerful units with the
benefit of rapid installation straight from the carton.
The elegant SDF comes in aluminium and the
heavy duty SDK in galvanised steel. Both powered by
the revolutionary external rotor motor offering sizes
and duties from 40-1,000 dm. Speed controllable
with a comprehensive range of ancillaries available.
National distribution.
For full details send for the Eurofl6w Centrifugal
fan leaflet today.

IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT HOT SPOT YOU'D BETTER LOOK OUT!

roof units group ~. .,!.". ==::2~~.
BELFAST ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO. LIMITED (0232) 53329
DUBLIN DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED 01-720448
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1986
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Clean Air Pub Campaign

PC '86
PC '86 Conference - the Programmable Controllers and
Systems exhibition - is to be held
at the Metropole Hotel on the
NEC site in Birmingham on 26/27
November. This Conference forms
part of an important occasion in
the engineering calendar, complementing the established
DMC/PC Exhibition to be held
this year at the NEC and organised
concurrently with the In titution
of Electrical Engineers' International PEVD Conference (Power

Electronics and Variable Speed
Drives) which takes place at the
Metropole from 24/26 November.
Drives/Motors/Controls is now
in its fifth successful year. In 1985,
it was joined by the Programmable
Controller Exhibition - PC +
Systems, and now, in November
1986, these two events welcome the
interface.
Without doubt, DMC/PC now
offers to the visitor the most comprehensive display of integrated
products in the industrial control
sector and a visit to Birmingham,
in November will be of immense
value.

• The main lounge at Kielys Bar, Donnybrook, was refurbished two
years ago in an unusual pink and biscuit colour scheme. So as not to
tract from the decor, a flush mounted air cleaner model was installed.
ublicans throughout Ireland can,
from this month, join a new and
exclusive "club" - a club with a
difference, which will not only improve the atmosphere of their
premises, but bring increased
trade.
For they will be able to take part
in the Clean Air Pub Campaign,
launched by Honeywell Control
Systems Lld in conjunction with
Walker Air Conditioning and
Catering & Vinters Supplies and
Service Lld.
The factors which have increased the pressure to solve the problem of indoor air pollution include increased public awareness,
the increasing importance of food
sales to overall turnover, staff opposition to uncomfortable working
conditions and growing pressure to
legislate for non-smoking
emises.
But if an investment is to be
made into electronic air cleaners to

allract more customers, the
landlord ought to advertise his
commitment to the customers'
comfort and well-being. In the new
exercise jointly announced by
Walker, Honeywell and C&V
. recently, the landlord will be supported having joined the Clean Air
Pub Campaign with a framed certificate identifying the premises as
a Clean Air Pub - a double-sided
window sticker which will become
recognised by the customer.
Beer mats and other promotional literature will bear the
distinctive Clean Air Pub logo - a
series of arrow heads in shades of
dark and light blue, symbolising
the movement of air from an
unpleasant, dense atmosphere to a
clean and clear one.
More importantly, however, is
that the premises will also be
recorded on a Clean Air Pub
register, to be made available to
the general public later in the year
in the form of a pocket-size guide.

Natural Gas Supersaver
Down 25070
report ("Performance of Domestic
Heating Systems" April 1986) indicates that the typical three
bed roomed semi-detached home
consumes 422 therms for central
heating in a year. Add to this the
typical usage for cooking at 80
therms, Summer hot water at 40
therms and occasional use of a gas
The Central Heating Supersaver
fire on chilly evenings 40 therms.
rate means that customers can
This gives a total typical concook heat have all the hot water
sumption of 582 therms. Based on
they ~eed, 'and centrally heat their
the new Central Heating Superhome during the heating season all
saver rate, this would give an
at 66p per therm. To qualify for
average weekly cost over the year
this rate of 66p per therm
of £7 .39 for all cooking, heating
customers must make a commitand water heating in a typical three
ment to use a minimum of 550
bed roomed home.
therms per annum (average cost £7
In relation to future pricing,
per week). There is no standing
New Dublin Gas indicated that
charge.
they can only achieve growth by remaining attractively-priced against
To put this figure into perspecPublished
by ARROW@TU
Dublin,
1986of competing fuel .
the cost
tive,
the latest
Fora Forbartha
As part of New Dublin Gas's
policy to give value for money and
remain competitive, the following
price reductions came into effect
on I October last. - Central
Heating Supersaver Rate down by
25%; Reducing Rate down by 9070
(average).

• A t the signing of the Contract in Apex House, Dublin 12 when
Cerberus Ltd, the fire detection systems manufacturer, announced their
appointment of Apex Fire Prevention Co Ltd as their agents and
distributors throughout Ireland were: Jeff Penny, Managing Director,
Cerberus Ltd, UK; David Davies, Sales Manager, Cerberus; Chris Flood,
MCC, Managing Director, Apex Fire Prevention; Alex Wadkin, Director, Apex Fire; and Christopher Lundy, Manager, Fire Alarm Division in
Apex Fire.

"Professional Monitoring
Needed"
The Society of Chartered
Surveyors has welcomed the new
outline of Government contract
procedures introduced by the
Minister of Finance, John Bruton,
but has expressed concern that if
the necessary professional skills
are not made available to all
Government Departments the procedures may prove to be ineffective
and counter-productive.
The procedures adopt costplanning and cost-control s}'stems
developed by the quantity surveying profession and also embody a
number of recommendations made
by the Society in recent years.
The Society particularly
welcomes the proposal that a comprehensive design brief should be.
prepared at the outset of all projects. Cost over-runs on State projects have largely been due to inadequate analysis and briefing by
the user Department.

The proposals embody the procedures which have been successfully implemented by the
Departments of Education and
Health over a number of years.
These Departments have highlyskilled professionals with considerable experience of the construction industry within the
Departments to implement and
monitor the procedures.
The availability of such highlyskilled professionals is essential to
ensure the effective implementation of the procedures. The Society
of Chartered Surveyors is concerned that unless its previous recommendations to the Minister that
such professional skill is made
available to all Government
Departments
and
Public
Authorities, through the establishment of a special group within the
Department of Finance, the procedure may prove to be ineffective
9
or counter-productive.
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Holpak at London H&V

•

• Stonearch, the Abblei:i based fine chemical manufacturers of pharmaceuticals and animal feed additives have invested £300,000 in a new
drying system which will be fuelled by LPG. T~e installation, whic.h h.as
been designed in conjuction with Calor Gas, will mean a substantial increase in Stonearch's usage of gas.

POWRMATIC
An Ever-Expanding Penetration
Powrmatic has been active in the
Sixty - Double-skin uninsulated
Irish market now for well over 20
with 60mm air gap in diameters
years and is delighted to announce
lOO to 150mm; System 125 various additions to the product
Double-skin uninsulated with
125mm air gap in diameters 175 to
range which will make it one of the
most comprehensive in the com300mm; and System 250 mercial/industrial sector.
Double-skin insulated with 250mm
The company's reputation was
insulation in diameters 125 to
founded on warm air heating and
300mm. All of which represents a
after almost 25 years is still best
comprehensive range of flues
known for its range of CA and CP
suitable for most oil, gas and solid
ca6inet heaters for both oil and gas
fuel applications ..... and at comfiring. Many thousands of these
petitive prices.
units are now installed throughout
Thermotrol is an energy control
Ireland.
module suitable for effective
To complement the cabinetmanagement of commercial/instyle heaters, Powrmatic also
dustrial heating plant. It incormanufacture gas and oil unit
porates a digital timer which is
heaters, namely the PGUH and
capable of giving a variety of timed
OUH models; direct-fired gas
operating programmes and a
heaters - the DFU models; raremote
"tamper-proof"
diant tube heaters - PR7; the
temperature sensor which acheating range is the system FWT;
curately controls the ambient
Thermotrol Controllo Calecon
temperature.
thermal economiser; and two elecThermotrol has a night/frost
trical products - the Electricaire
protection facility; bar graphs
72 and Powray.
temperature display, and the faciliNot so well known is the
ty to control cooling fans in the
Powrmatic range of ventilation
summer. It is particularly suitable
equipment, both powered, natural
for warm air installations, both
and fire ventilation.
new and existing, while its installaThe Powrmatic portfolio is sold
tion will quickly show running-cost
in Ireland by James Lowry, a very
savings giving a rapid pay back.
well respected personality in the
A heating installation with Thermotrol and Calecon thermal
H&V industry, both north and
south, and a Powrmatic stallwart
economiser will be beneficial to
for 15 years. James has the addiboth the installer and end user.
tional ability of being able to give
Powray is the model name for
technical advice and application
the very latest Powrmatic product
guidance on the entire range.
- a short-wave linear quartz lamp
Powrmatic equipment is stocked
heater. Available in five sizes throughout the whole of Ireland by
1.5, 3, 4.5, 6, and 9kW, the
appointed stockists, names and adPowray heater gives instant h.eat ~t
dresses of whom can be found on
the flick of a switch. Supphed In
the inside cover of this issue.
240V and IIOV versions, it is
Recent additions to the product
suitable for fixed locations or as a
line-up include the following:
mobile form of heat in factories or
System Flue, which is available in
on site. The heat is where you want
four specifications. System One it, when you want it. There are no
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss5/1
Single-skin stainless steel in
installation costs and the units are
diameters
100 to 250mm; System
virtually maintenance free.
DOI:
10.21427/D7Q997
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Michael Smith Engineers Ltd the Woking-based fluid handling
specialists who represent and
distribute the Holpak range of
pumpsets and pressure booster
packages for H. R. Holfeld (Exports) Ltd were on Stand J 19 at the
London H&V Show in the new National Hall last month. Displaying
the selection of Holpak standard
packaged pumping systems, they
also included cold water pressure
boosters, pressurisation units, fire
hose reel pressure boosters and
twin fuel oil sets.
The new edition of the Holpak
fire hose reel pressure booster
system, which has been extensively
modified, was on show for the first
time. Holfeld Pumps, who
manufacture this range of pumpsets, have considerably reduced the
overall size and weight. Compact
and efficient, this fire set has considerable advantages, keeps
pressurised water in the delivery
pipwork; is pressure switch controlled with flooded suction or option of break tank for suction lift
conditions; is easy to install with
reduced pump maintenance; and is
extremely quiet during operation.
• Distributed through their Woking, Bristol, Birmingham and
Leeds offices, Michael Smith

Engineers have established considerable reference projects
throughout the UK for these
energy-saving and efficient pumpsets.
Holpak personnel present at the
stand were: John Brockwell,
Valerie Redmond and Annmarie
Clarke. Worldwide project installations have been achieved
through appointed representatives
with spares and servicing facilities.

• The new mOdified Holpak fire
hose reel pressure booster system
range.

Dan Chambers Launch
At a two-day exhibition of air conditioning, ventilation and ancillary
equipment staged in the Burlington
Hotel recently, Dan Chambers Ltd
the Irish company whi..:h
specialises in the air movement
market displayed products
which they manufacture in Dublin,
in addition to equipment which
they distribute here, on behalf of
several overseas manufacturers.
On the Dan Chambers Stands
Nos. 43, 44, Duro Dyne displayed
their extensive range of ducting accessories when they introduced
their new "Supersealant" noninflammable, high velocity, multipurpose duct sealant. Also included in the Duro Dyne display were
duct connectors, turning vane and
cast aluminium quadrants. Duro
Dyne's Director, Steve Batchelor
was present on the Dan Chambers
Stands to meet visitors.
The Dan Chambers company
has recently moved into manufacturing fire dampers and volume

control dampers in their Echlin
Street factory, under the supervision of Production Manager, Peter
Coughlan. A third product range
will be added in the near future.
Additionally, Aer Grilles Ltd,
the Irish manufacturer, displayed
an extensive collection of grilles
and air distribution equipment all
of which are marketed throughout
Ireland by Dan Chambers.
One of the most successful
manufacturers of fans in the
Roof Units Lld of Dudley,
Midlands, showed their new
Euroseries and Eurofoil fans, plus
the Europac roof extract units.
The Europak roof unit collection
comprises axial centrifugal
powered low silhouette as well as
axial or centrifugal powered vertical discharge units.
Completing the eye-catching array of product ranges were
SMITKA, which make the neatlydesigned, compact duct flanging
corner pieces.

• On the Dan Chambers Lld stand during the recent H& V show at the
Burlington Hotel we pictured Dan Chambers with Eithne Gould and
Steve Batchelor of Duro Dyne.
10
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EMA
Energy Tour
The Energy Management Association organisied a series of oneday seminars and exhibitions on
the value of saving energy in industry and in the home from 14
October to 24 October 1986. The
tour covered the following areas:
Tuesday 14 October, Derryhale
Hotel, Dundalk; Thursday 16 October, Southern Hotel, Sligo; Friday 17 October, Welcome Inn
Hotel, Castlebar; Tuesday 21 October, Jurys Hotel, Cork; Wednesday 22 October, Jurys Hotel,
Limerick; and Friday 24 October,
Club House Hotel, Kilkenny and
(Exhibition Hall, Kilkenny Vocational School).

• John P. Browne
P + D Macfarlane Lld have appointed John Browne Sales
Engineer with responsibility for
AC products. This is a new apntment to assist the developent of business resulting from
agencies recently signed by Macfar lane's and to strengthen an experienced team already involved in
home and overseas sales and support services. Formerly with
Haden Young Belfast, John has
recently returned from New
Zealand where he was extensively
involved in Marketing Mechanical.
Services and Air Conditioning products for over ten years.

I

At each location there was a
seminar on electronic energy
management for industry from
1O.30am to 4.30pm. Participants
will receive a certificate of attendance. At 7pm each evening there
was an' exhibition covering industrial and commercial energy
management equipment and
domestic heating and insulation
products.
Further details are available
from John Tracey or Harold
Pattison at 01-370101.

• Pictured at the prizegiving following the recent GKN Chep golf outing
at Royal Dublin Golf Club were from left: Paul Callaway, Sales and
Marketing Director, GKN Chep, who presented the prizes, and Mossy
O'Rourke, Director, Shannon Transport.

City of Guilds
of London
Institute

Course 257 Refrigeration
Technicians (new scheme) for first
examinations - Part One: May/June, 1987; Part Two: May/June,
1988.
Course Lecturers Technology: T. Dinnigan;
Science: P. O'Brien.
Venue: Bolton Street, College of
Technology, Dublin I. Commencing this Autumn.

/

RODlVthe hallmarkof the
world's finest boilers.
Throughout the UK and across the world the Robey range of
boilers are renowned for their superior standards of engineering,
efficient performance, reliability and long working life.
Gas, oil or coal fired they are the ideal investment for engineers
requiring 1000 to 70,0001bs/hr of steam, or equivalent hot water
duties, for process or heating.
With back up services, including system design, the commissioning of
equipment, aftersales service and spares, we have the resources, the
experience and the reputation to fulfil your requirements.
Take a good look at the Robey range of boilers from
Babcock Robey.

S LCombustion Services Ltd
156/158 CASTLEREAGH ROAD. BELFAST BT5 5FT, TEL: 0232 59282/56116. Telex: 747241 SLG.
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CIBSEIASHRAE
CONFERENCE

The Engineered Environment
Report on the Joint Conference of CIBSE and ASHRAE
held in Dublin September 14-17, 1986.
President Hillery opened the conference with a special greeting for
the two hundred delegates attending from many lands. Apart from
the home contingent, Australia,
New Zealand, Canada, USA, West
Indies, Continental Europe, India,
Africa and Great Britain were
represented. It was truly an international occasion.
During the course of the conference, thirty papers were
presented on aspects of building
services as diverse as thermal
envelopes, indoor air quality, computer modelling, building management systems, electronic control of
lighting, solar applications, heat
pumps, thermal storage & combined heat & power. Five of these
papers were by Irish speakers and
were particularly well received confirming a technical content well up
to international standard.
The technical content of the conference was the responsibility of a
joint committee, i.e. ASHRAE
USA and CIBSE London. They
are indeed to be complimented on
the variety of subject matter, the
technical excellence of the papers
and the smooth handling of
presentations during the three days

at Trinity. Both President Fred
Kohloss of ASHRAE and President Eoin Kenny of CIBSE
thoroughly deserved the warm applause accorded them at the close
of proceedings.
While the technical activities
were orchestrated from without
the count ry all associated social activities were organised by a home
sub-committee, representative of
both participating Institutions,
under the able direction of Paddy
Clonan. Their three hard years of
preparation was well worth the
considerable effort required. The
many social events were all commented upon most favourably.
Two of these are worthy of particular mention. On opening night,
following registration, all visiting
delegates from abroad received an
invitation to the homes of committee members and their friends. The
objective was to extend a genuine
Irish welcome to the visitors and
the subsequent reaction and comments left no doubt about the
remarkable success of these "at
homes."
A closing banquet, held in the
historic and majestic Royal
Hospital Grand Hall proved a glit-

• Richard O'Neill, Niagra Power Corporation, USA; David Arnold,
Troup Bywaters, London; Seamus Homan, Ireland, presenter of Heat
Pumps paper; John Platts, Electricity Council, London; and Richard
Hackner, USA, Flemming & Associates.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss5/1

DOI: 10.21427/D7Q997
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• Fred Kohloss,. Presid~nt, ASHRAE with Eoin Kenny, President,
CIBSE; and PresIdent H,llery, who performed the official opening of the
CIBSEIASHRAE Conference.

tering finale. The three hundred
diners present filled the hall to
capacity and contributed a
marvellous atmosphere to a
memorable evening. Minister Alan
Dukes was guest of honour and US
Ambassador Mrs. Margaret
Heckler added to the occasion with

her great natural warmth and
charm.
All associated with the organisation of this prestigious conferenc
for both technical content a
related social activities, are to be
complimented. It was a resoundingly successful affair.

• Fred Kohloss, President, ASHRAE with Margaret Heckler, US
Ambassador; CIBSE President, Eoin Kenny; and CIBSE Republic of
Ireland Branch Chairman, Paddy Clonan.
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Electric heat pumps
blowhot and cold to save you mone~
If you're in business, you can manage
better with electricity,
For lighting, naturally, for keeping .
computers computing and for totting up
at the end of each day.
And clean, convenient electricity helps
to create a more pleasant, working
environment for customers and
for staff.
Electric heat pumps, for example,
provide heating and cooling giving you
hot air in winter and cool air in summer.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1986

They provide the most energy efficient
way to cool and heat your business
premises. They have the unique ability
to transform one unit of electricity
consumed, into 3 units of heating. Using
the night-rate (electricity at less than one
third the normal price) heat pumps
produce the cheapest form of heat
available.
And with the 13 % reduction in price
since last year, night-rate electricity is
now cheaper than it was in t 982.

You can install electric heat pumps
anywhere, on the roof or on the wall
and they are suitable for all types of
business premises, from banks to
boutiques, offices to restaurants and a
whole lot more. No fumes, no fuss, just
a flick of a switch, simplicity itself.
And that's not just a lot of hot air!
Find out more about electric heat pumps
by contacting your local ESB Office or
phone the ESB Commercial Advisory
Service at (01) 765831, Ext. 7236.

S§JIIJ Customer service
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New Products & Literature
KERAFLO Float Valve
At last KERAFLO have produced
the replacement for the nineteenth
century ball cock: a precision float
valve specifically designed for wc
cisterns. This product is now
avaihible after a 3-year extensive
research and development programme.
This is the first cistern valve to
incorporate two ceramic discs to
give the quality performance
associated with luxury taps. One
disc is fixed, the other rotates with
the movement of the float, allowing ports to be opened or closed to
control water flow to a cistern.

There are a number of significant benefits over BSS ball and
equipment equilibrium valves: No
annoying dribble - positive shutoff; No water hammer; Fast and
quiet fill; No seating to wear;
Maintenance free.
The valve is designed for use instead of BSS ball valves and
equilibrium valves usually found in
narrow cisterns. A special side feed
version is available to replace old
fashioned ball cocks from the same
side as the existing plumbing.
Details from KERAFLO Lld.,
Griffin Lane, Aylesbury, Bucks,
HPI9 3BP. Tel: 0296 35785.

Cast Iron Column Radiators
PMP major suppliers of high
quality designer radiators and heat
emitters - has issued free new,
full-colour product information
literature on its range of PMP Victorian cast iron column radiators.
The A4 sized, four-page
literature gives clear, easy to read
and illustrated information. It
shows the_ various sizes and colours

available together with installation
procedures.
A full section is devoted to
technical data with details on output, height and width, tapping centres, weight and water content.
This literature is available free
on request from: PMP Lld,
Stanton House, Stanton Way,
London, SE26 5AB.
Tel: 001-6760911.

Louvre Smoke Ventilator
The Smoke Vent Division of NuAire Lld have produced a 4-page
technical data leaflet for their
Ventline range of louvre smoke
ventilators.
Nu-Ai re Ventline louvres are
available with blades manufactured from extruded or insulated
aluminium, UPVC, Georgian
wired or laminated glass.
Controls are custom-designed
and manufactured to suit each ap-

plicaton. Louvre blades are
manually, pneumatically or electrically actuated and units are controlled singly or in groups. Controls, manually or thermostatically
operated, are designed to meet
specifications of the f
authorities.
Copies available from:
Nu-Aire Lld, Western Industrial
Estate,
Caerphilly,
Mid
Glamorgan, CF8 IXH.

Dehumidifier from Trembath

• Keraflo Compact Float Valve side feed version with short arm fitted on
left hand side of cistern.

Parkastack from C & F.
C & F Lld has announced the introduction of the new Parkastack
- a refractory concrete block
chimney.
The Parkastack concrete block
chimney is fitted with the same
unique liner which Rite-Vent incorporates in their Parkaflue Class
I chimney. The liner comprises a
series of concrete sections,
manufactured from expanding
kiln-burnt clay aggregate, which
encloses the alumina refractory
lining.
C & F stress that the Parkastack
is the only complete block system
which complies with the Building
Regulations, consequently, an

Agreement Certificate is not
necessary.
This chimney's block dimensions are compatible with standard
building brickwork and blockwork
and the system is so designed to
enable bonding into the structure.
Furthermore, the liner is integral
with the block sections.
There is an unrivalled selection
of accessories available, including
45 and 30 offset blocks and each·
feature the integral refractory
concrete liner.
For details contact: C & F Lld.
at Chapelizod Industrial Estate,
Chapelizod, Dublin 20. Tel:
265831/264898/264917.

"Midget" Steam Cleaner
Like its bigger brother the 1450
Monastra Pumps Lld has a new
psi "Maxi", the "Midget" has
steam cleaner which is believed to
been designed with safety and
be the smallest of its class - two
reliablility in mind and standard
will fit into the back of a BL
features include low voltage and
Metro!
low water level cut outs and a
The "Midget" provides 1200 psi
water softener. Accessability for
at up to 140 degrees Centigrade
servicing and repair is another maand has full chemical handling
jor feature and the burner and coil
capacity. Accessories include sandfor example can be removed in two
blasters, drain jets, and rotary
minutes.
brushes. This performance comDetails from Monstra Pumps
pares with other much larger
Lld - TeI: Market Harborough,
machines which can be carried onhttps://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss5/1
Leicestershire: (0858) 65646.
ly in10.21427/D7Q997
commercial vans or pick-ups.
DOI:
J2
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Trembath Air Conditioning
Equipment have introduced a new
portable heat pump dehumidific;r
for residential and light commercial use .
The Tremdri TDE2 will extract
up to 12 litres of moisture (2.6 imp
gals) in 24 hours while
simultaneously passing the
reclaimed heat present in the airborne vapour back into the room
as warm dry air.
Described as a fast and powerful
dehumidifier, the TDE2 has an integral 3-litre plastic water container, washable filter, automatic
humidstat, thermotimer defrost
system and control switch.
Other features include an
automatic stop system to prevent
water overflow and a "container
full" warning light.
Details from Trembath Air Conditioning Equipment, 414 Purley
Way, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 413T.

Bilo Split
The Hilo range of split system air
conditioners and heat pumps
features the 3 in I principle of
comfort air conditioning, high sensible air conditioning and heat
pumps from one indoor unit.
The system now moves into its
next stage of development with the
addition of an alternative ceiling
cassette indoor unit which meets
the growing demand for unobtrusive installation within a false
ceiling.
Capacities range from 9000 to
25000 Btu/hr comfort air conditioners, and 9000 to 18000 Btu/hr
heat pumps, all from five cassettes

• The TDEl portable dehumidifier
from Trembath Air Conditioning
. Equipment is designed for residential
and light commercial use.
"mix-matched" with suitable
Marstair outdoor units. Each unit
is factory fitted with remote control, condensate pump with safety
switch and a de-ice thermostat.
Every cassette can be installed
through an existing opening for a
1200 x 600mm ceiling tile, without
disturbing the ceiling. Indeed, the
smallest 9000 Btu/hr unit fits an
opening for a 600 x 600mm tile.
Access for normal servicing is
provided through a hinged cover
with press-button release.
All service spares are common to
the standard Hilo and available
through Temprite Services Lld., I
Carysfort Avenue, Blackrock, Co.
Dublin. TeI: 886739.
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-----------------Milkcool Tank Controller
Johnston Controls recently introduced an electronic Milkcool
tank controller which incorporates
all basic functions necessary for
milk cooling. Temperature control, agitator timing and
temperature display are all integrated into one controller.
The thermostat function has adjustable setpoint and differential.
The agitator function has
automatic control or "one shot"
action. The display shows the sensed milk temperature and whether
the "cooling" relay and/or e The Johnson Controls Milkcool
"agitator" relay are on or off. The tank controller from Manotherm.
thermostat accuracy is + 0.5°K.
For detailed information con- Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12.
tact: Manotherm Ltd., 4 Tel: 522355 Telex: 93388.

wo New Carrier Ranges
he two new Carrier product
guards against refrigeration dilution of oil and the "Time-Guard"
ranges recently released onto the
system prevents the compressor
market are now available from
short cycling. The evaporator is
Walker Air Conditioning.
protected against freezing by a
The 30BQ Series has been exheater cable used with an accessory
tended from the first 025 model to
flow switch.
a full range of seven reversible
Both 30BQ and 30GC units have
air/water heat pumps. The first
in common the benefit of greatly
four models replace the 30AQ 008
reduced noise level. This has been
to 020 and the 30BQ 030 to 035 extend the range to a new maximum achieved by completely shrouding
the compressor is a sound absorcapacity of 101kW. Nominal coolbant insulated enclosure. This also
ing capacities for the BQ Series are
facilitates easier maintenance when
18.3 to 92kW. This equipment can
provide heating only in, say, swim- . necessary while the unit fans are
running, eliminating the risk of fan
ming pools; heating and air condimotor overloads due to missing
tioning for any type of public or
panels.
commercial building or cooling for
Other shared features include
industrial processes.
When in the heating mode the electronic thermostats fitted to all
units which together with timer,
30BQ extracts heat from the outhigh and low pressure switches,
door air and transfers it to a hot
water heating system. This unit can contactors and all necessary circuit
breakers are housed in an integral
be the only source of heat, or can
e used in conjunction with an ex- electrical control centre.
These completely packaged units
sting source which need only be
switched on when outdoor air require only connection to the
power supply and water circuit for.
temperatures are very low.
Defrosting of the outdoor coil is easy ground or roof installation.
A computer link with the
automatically
time
and
manufacturer and a highly-trained
temperature controlled by the unitechnical staff enable Walker to
que "Chrono-Temp" system.
Variable refrigeration circuitry assist in design and optimum selecenables equally high efficiencies to tion of all Carrier products.
Moreover, a full maintenance conbe attained in either the heating or
tract is offered on completion of
cooling mode. A remote heat/cool
changeover kit is supplied with every installation.
Details from Walker Air
each unit.
The new Carrier air cooled Conditioning. Tel: 01-300844.
chiller range designated the 30GC
Series, is designed for small commercial installations. These units
are available in four sizes from
22kW to 55kW nominal cooling
capacity, and a further extension
of the range up to lookW is planned for 1987. Like the 30AE range
they replace, the 30GC chi1lers are
designed for use in commercial and
industrial comfort air conditioning
and industrial process cooling applications.
e The Carrier 30BQI30GC series
Safety features include comair cooled chiller from Walker
pressor motor protection against
Air Conditioning.
overload; a crankcase heater
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folds up neatly to project only
70mm from the shower wall.
Details from Shires Ireland Ltd.,
Tel: 01-515877.

As implied by its name,
ShowerSeat is a new Showerlux
bathroom accessory that provides
an extra degree of comfort - and
safety - both in and around the
shower area.
To anyone familiar with that
precarious feeling experienced
balancing on one foot whilst
washing or drying the other,
ShowerSeat offers an extremely
practical solution, (particularly
valid in situations involving the
aged and infirm).
ShowerSeat is sturdily moulded
from high-impact plastics and is
extremely simple to assemble and
fix.
When correctly fitted, following
instructions and using the fixings
supplied, ShowerSeat wi1l take
weights of up to 300 Ibs. All edges
and profiles are smoothly rounded, fixings are concealed, and,
when not in use, the seat section

e The new Showerlux shower seat.
amples); Specifications; Performance Charts; Dimensions and
Accessories.
A list of other products in the
Kiloheat range (such as direct
driven centrifugal fans, plastic centrifugal fans, roof units and heat
recovery units) appears on the
back cover.
Copies are available from
Kiloheat Ltd., Enterprise Way,
Edenbridge, Kent TN8 6HF. Tel:
(0732) 866000.

Kiloheat
A new A4 technical brochure
(KA 11) on high-performance
centrifugal fans is now available
from Kiloheat Ltd.
The brochure, which has been
designed and produced for h & v
contractors, design engineers and
specifiers, deals with Kiloheat's
TZR and RZR range of belt
driven, double inlet fans.
It contains photographs and
easy-to-read sections on Technical
Data (including installation ex-

_.....------
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....... ..

----

eA new A4 technical brochure (KAll) on high
performance centrifugal fans is available from Kiloheat Ltd.

New Heat Pump from Lennox

e The new
CHP15 heat
pump from
Lennox
Industries is
designed for
light commercial
applications and is
available in three models. It has sideby-side duct connections which serve it in
•
g?od stea~ as a straight replacement for less efficIent equIpment. The CHPJ5 is available for
roof or slab mounting at ground level.
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The Opel range of vans.
Now - with the addition of the new Corsa - offering
you an unbeatable choice of size (long, short, tall)
and function.
The exciting Opel Van range.
German-engineered for quality.
- The quality that guarantees both reliability and a
high re-sale value. Plus one of the most
competitively-priced spare parts ranges around.
Arrange a test drive now with your friendly
Opel Dealer. Ask him about Insurance, too.
Whatever your needs, you'll find he'll do the
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss5/1
DOI:
10.21427/D7Q997
business.
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with John Duignan
Given his strong committment to gas
in the recent past, his present
supportive role of the gas industry in
general, and the manner in which he
has staked the future of his company
very squarely on gas for the
immediate and distant future, it's
very difficult to talk to John Duignan,
Managing Director of C & F Ltd,
without concentrating a great deal on
the subject.
Hence, while the object of the
"Face To Face ... " series is to talk to
individuals about their views on the
overall state of the industry, we
make no apologies for the fact that
much of this interview concentrates
not only on gas per se, but rathlir on
Dublin Gas in particular.
Indeed, perhaps that it does is
appropriate. Here we are at what
would appear to be the final hurdle
facing the long drawn-out Dublin Gas
saga which has seen many casualties
along the way.
While many argue that the chaos
which ensued following the

yes....There
Is A Future
For Gas

think that he-has any kind of vested
interest in whitewashing the
performance of New Dublin Gas to
date, it should also be clearly
understood that in more recent times
he has also suffered considerably as
a direct result of the trials which have
plagued the company - and more
especially - its final receivership.
Nonetheless, John Duignan
remains firmly convinced of the
viability of natural gas, and not just
in Dublin but also in the role natural
gas can play in the other major
population centres of the country
such as Cork, Limerick, Waterford,
Wexford, Kilkenny and so on.
In fairness, it is also important at
this stage to point out John
DUignan's equally-enthusiastic
support for the LPG side of the
business. But more of that later; for
the moment, let's get back to natural
gas, particularly as it relates to
Dublin.
"If we're all to be truthfully honest
l'-'~llent. "
with ourselves," says John, "We
must acknowledge that all the
present ills and difficulties suffered by
the industry cannot be totally blamed
on New Dublin Gas. True, there are
availability of natural gas for the first
areas which could have been
time a few years ago could have
handled better, situations which
been avoided, there is really no
might have been avoided and any
purpose served at this late stage in
number of other problematic events
debating the situation as it has
prevented.
unfolded. No, much better now to
"Nonetheless, many of these
look to the future .... or maybe
occurances might also have been
perhaps to simply ask: is there a
future for gas, especially natural gas? prevented - or at least eased - by
a better prepared contracting and
Who better than someone of the"
calibre and standing of John Duignan supply sector of the industry. Maybe
we were all too taken with the
to answer that question. C & F has
'fantastic' possibilities and
a long-established track record in the
opportunities the prospect of natural
h & v industry in general and, as
gas presented without fully realising
indicated earlier on, John Duignan
that there would inevitably be
made a very firm committment to
hiccups along the way.
natural gas when it was first made
Consequently, isn't it possible that
available in the Dublin region.
we were just that little bit naive in
That he did well out of this
dealing with these hiccups when they
decision in the initial stages cannot
be
denied.
However,
lest
anyone
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss5/1 did arise?
DOI: 10.21427/D7Q997

"Also;'ft must be accepted that,
whatever the rights and wrongs of
the various disputes and differences
of the last few years, the position of
"overstaffing" relative to Dublin was
always going to arise once the
conversion programme neared an
end. That the final receivership of
the company occurred not too many
months before this situation arose is
significant in my view.
"Additionally, I cannot accept the
argument put forth by some recentlyliquidated fellow-suppliers who
attribute total responsibility for their
failures to the problems as created by
New Dublin Gas. They themselves
must also accept some of the blame.
It would be like me disassociating
myself from the difficulties caused to
my company by contractors who
went into liquidation. Sure, they
were wrong to a certain extent: but I
was also guilty of perhaps not
keeping a proper control on the
quantity of goods I supplied.
"But back to the broader scenario.
I can understand the banks getting
cold feet at the time, bearing in mind
as I've already said that the

"rh e do
central hmestic

market. eating
develo,...:: ripe for
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conversion programme was drawing
to a close and that the push on oil,
because of falling prices, was being
perceived as a very real threat.
"Nonetheless, I'll not pretend for
one moment that I wasn't taken
aback at the announcement of the
receivership, that I didn't worry about
monies owed to my company. I was
shaken and very worried. There was
a substantial sum outstanding as far
as C & F was concerned and I
immediately set about resolving the
matter. I put a lot of effort in this
direction and, to be fair, it proved
worthwhile. I'm happy with the
liquidator's response. I have also
supplied the company with
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• David Le;;non, Marketing Director, Glow-worm with John Duignan, C & F Ltd.

appliances since then and will
continue to do so while the matter of
the receivership is being resolved.
"Since Bernard Somers'
appointment as receiver I - and
many of my fellow appliance
suppliers - have received letters
from him guaranteeing that we will

"Th

diffl e preSent
ICulties
cannot b··· ...
blamed o~ totally
DUblin G New
as "
be paid for all goods as supplied to
Dublin Gas once they are fully
authorised and ordered through the
proper channels. I'm fully assured by
this announcement and have no
fears on the matter.
"Indeed, I'm impressed by Mr.
Somers' grasp of the overall
situation. The successful negotiation
of the redundancy package is quite
an achievement but, what I see as
being even more significant is Mr.
Somers' understanding of the
marketplace and the sector in which
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the most prospects lie for natural gas. publicity campaign has been devised
which will begin shortly. It is very
This he demonstrated very clearly in
carefully directed at specific market
his lowering of the price of gas,
sectors and will be quite positive and
especially to the domestic central
even agressive in its delivery.
heating sector.
"To my mind this is where the real
strength of natural gas lies and
consequently where the greatest
potential is. Gas-fired heaters,
cookers and fires are important but
the domestic central heating market
is ripe for development. The
opportunity as presented in this area
is enormous and will be even greater
once Cork, Limerick, Kilkenny,
Waterford, Wexford and the other
centres are brought fully on stream.
"I believe the gas industry to be a
"Now, what we in the appliance
very viable one in this country and,
supply sector must do in response is
while we as a nation can justly be
devise our own individual
said to have been slow to fully
complementary campaigns so that
capitalise on the potential as
this time 'round all the running in this
presented by natural gas, we are
respect is not left to New Dublin Gas.
now poised on the brink of putting
We too have a responsibility in this
matters to right. I reckon that Mr.
Somers will probably be in charge for area and must realise that to be
at least another three to six months
involved at this level can only prove
before BGE take over at Dublin Gas . beneficial.
but by then all re-organisation and
"In broadening the scope of this
rationalisation should have been
debate and including the LPG scene
we can develop the idea of
'
completed. What BGE will get is an
marketing a stage further by
energetic, streamlined operation
staffed by a management team and
examining the style of campaigns
currently being run by this sector.
general workforce keen to perform
and justify their existence.
"Some have suggested that the
"Also, from discussions I have had present campaigns as initiated by the
with the marketing department, I
LPG sector were designed purely
understand that a comprehensive
and simply to capitalise on the
Irish H& V News, October 1986
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troubles of n'atural gas. However. I
don't necessarily agree with this
viewpoint. Sure. there is a certain
amuunt of common ground in
customer terms between both
interests but. in the main. the
advancement of both sectors should
be a complementary activity. LPG's
principal catchment area is all regions
not served by the national natural
gas grid.
"Irrespective of natural gas
developments. the LPG sector had
arrived in recent years at a situation
whereby the traditional "cabinet
heating" area had been fully
exploited so new ground had to be
broken if growth patterns were to be
sustained. That they should turn to
the central heating market was a
logical and very sensible approach.
To this end they have adopted a
very positive and concerted
marketing campaign which again I.
and others like me in the appliance
supply sector. should complement
and subsequently benefit from.
"From the foregoing one can
obviously see that I. for one at least.
am totally convinced of the viability

1987

and vibrancy of the potential for gas
in this country. Taking the 'global'
energy point of view, the gas
'package' is the most ideally suited
energy form in terms of modern
requirements.
"This is also true of the appliance
supply sector in this area. For a time
the energy form, i.e. gas - and the
appliances - were not ideally suited
to one another but now. because of
recent developments, appliances
currently coming on stream
incorporate all the latest in terms of
technology and controls. Overall, the
gas appliance industry can now truly
be said to offer sophisticated
controllable products which can take
full advantage of the many features
afforded by the energy form
concerned.
"There is the thorny question of
the installation of said appliances.
But even here the industry would
appear to be taking a stronger
stance. Dublin Gas was always very
concerned that safety requirements
were given priority when it came to
approved installers and this policy.
while unlikely to still manifest itself in

a specific roll of approved
contractors. will not be deviated
from. The LPG suppliers are equally
conscientious in this respect.
"As suppliers, we fully support any
efforts in this direction and the
emergence of the HQSC Scheme
must be seen as a step in the right
direction and one which we would
actively encourage.
"In conclusion then. and in answer
to the original question. my answer is
an emphatic yes. There is no doubt
in my mind that the gas industry both natural and LPG - will emerge
as THE dominant energy source in
the coming years. There may still be
a number of problems, especially as
far as Dublin Gas is concerned. but
the end result will inevitably be a gasdominated market, especially in
terms of domestic central heating."

ASME GAS TURBINE EVENTS

IGTC
G C

International Gas TurbIne eenter
4250 Petlmeter Park South -108
AUanla Georgia 30341 USA
Telephone (404) 451-1905
• Telex 107340 IGTC All

Gas Turbine Technology. A Technical Division
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers
32nd ASME INTERNATIONAL GAS TURBINE
CONFERENCE AND EXHIBIT
May 31.June 4,1987
Anabelm, California USA

1987 ASME COGEN·TURBO
international Symposium & Exposition on
'lUrbomachlnery, Comblned.Cycle
Technologies and Cogeneratlon
September 2·4,1987
Montreux, Switzerland

This world renowned forum for the presentation. display and discussion
of advanced gas turbine technology will attract over 5,000 engineers.
managers and users of gas turbine engines and auxiliary equipment to
Anaheim next June. Participants from more than 35 countnes will be
attending the technical sessions and visiting the exhibits in what is
expected to be the largest domestic ASME Intemational Gas Turbine
Conference and Exhibit in history.

This specialized Symposium and Exposition will focus on advanced
energy systems and components in which gas turbines Ilnd turbomachin·
ery play a key role. Technical sessions will feature cogeneration,
combined-eycle and turbomachinery technologies that relate to the con·
tinuing worldwide requirement for efficient energy utilization.

Displays and conference sessions with an expected total of 300 refereed
technical papers will cover a wide range of gas turbine applications
including aircraft propulsion and auxiliary power units. closed cycles. coal
utilization. cogeneration. electric utilities. marine propulsion. pipelines.
power generation. process industries. and both on and off the road
vehicles. Plan now to participate.

As a focal point for new developments, improved technologies and lead·
ing research. the Symposium is not to be missed. As a concentrated
display of the latest technology and services available. the Exposition will
serve your needs as both an important complement to the Symposium
and significant stand'alone exhibit of industry capabilities. Order more
information now.

For additional infonnalion. ~tum lhi~ coupon 10 the International Gas Turbine eenter-.
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4250 Perimeter Park South. Suite -108. Atlanta. Geo,.qia 30341 USA

When availabl . pleasE' send
preliminary program so WE'
may consider attending
Contact me concerning
available exhibit space.
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Boilers for industral and light commercial applications
have sold in very small numbers indeed for the last three to
four years at least. The near standstill in IDA-funded in~ustrial development, the sharp decline in office construchon and the pervasive atmosphere of gloom and
despondency has meant that virtually nowhere, apart from
the public sector, have large boilers been installed. There
has been a handful of new developments and a limited
amount of unavoidable replacement work, while some exp~nditure has continued in the public sector. The overall
picture, however, is of very little activity with consultants
. and contractors staff reduced to extremely low levels and a
high level of unemployment (and of emigration)
t~roughout the "heavy", or industrial and commercial
side of the heating industry.
The situation is not a great deal
etter in Britain and it follows that
ittle investment has taken place in
new boiler designs even though
there is some evidence of continuing research and development,
presumably in the expectation of
better times. Meanwhile, there is
no doubt that first class products
are now being offered at bargain
rates.
One turns with some relief to the
domestic market, where a fair
amount of activity is still to be

P J Matthews
For Choice
P J Matthews and company Lld
can supply all your requirements
for domestic, fully-automatic
heating systems. Their main source
would be from the Ideal Stelrad
range.
P J Matthews are pleased to be
in a position to offer the new oilfired Buccaneer cast iron sectional
boiler. Its main features being
prewired control panel by means
of plug and socket connectors to
burner. Also, a stainless steel
cylinder fitted into chamber to
proved "dry combustion,"
thereby permitting boiler operation at higher efficiencies.
Domestic range: 82,000 BTU upwards to 293,000 BTU available
from nine boiler units.
For use with gas medium P J
Matthews have a complete range
of floor or wall-mounted boilers.
Each model is available with either
conventional flue or balance flue.
The wall mounted units are supplemented with powered flue kits

observed. From about 1977 until
quite recently, the domestic
heating market has been
dominated by the solid fuel high
output back boiler. The number of
such boilers installed in the
Republic of Ireland during that
period is known to be at least one
hundred and fifty thousand and
the majority of the estimated twenty five thousand houses that will be
built this year will also have solid
fuel back boilers.
This is a very large market, even

for C-F models or fan assisted
models. Should space be a problem
the slimline floor mounted model
will fit snugly. Domestic range:
30,000 BTU upwards to 125,000
CTU.
The Ideal Stelrad Accord highoutput radiators complete the supply from P J Matthews' main
source. The range covers panel and
convector 12" to 30" with grilles
and end-panels to add a final
touch.
To augment above, the Myson
Velaire indoor oil-fired boiler will
provide a near to silent unit
operating at a high efficiency.
Available in conventional and
balanced flues. Domestic range:
50,000 BTU - 135,000 BTU.
From the home market P J Matthews are proud to be associated
. with the Grant steel oil-fired
boiler. Its triple-pass principle being a unique feature, a select os oilfired burner is supplied as standard. Boiler house model only
available. Domestic range: 80,000
BTU upwards to 125,000 BTU.
Descriptive and technical data
available from showrooms.
Ancillary items ex-stock stores
are: Grundfos and Myson circulating pumps; Tyrell PVC oil
tanks; Danfoss controls; Landis
and Gyr controls; A F Armstrong
armaflex and tubolit insulation'
All sizes copper tube and fittings~
BSC gun-barrell BS 1387 medium
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by British standards, and as it
developed, in the late Seventies
our own manufacturing capacit;
developed with it, having started
from scratch. The boilers that are
currently used are a considerable
improvement in output and efficiency over the earlier units and
Irish back boilers are now among
the
most
advanced
and
sophisticated on the international
market. Substantial exports have
been and are being achieved. With
future clean air legislation in mind
Coal Distributors Ltd have commissioned Couchman Associates,
in association with the UCD
Department of Mechanical
Engineering, to design an open
boiler to burn coal with considerably reduced smoke. It is
understood that successful trials of
this appliance are near completion.
The virtual collapse this year in
oil prices has led to a noticeable increase in the popularity of oil for
domestic heating. Among Irish
manufacturers Unidare have been
making high quality domestic oil
fired boilers for many years. They
now have been joined by the big
three of the open fire boiler
manufacturers, Firebird, Gerkros
and Grant, all of whom have
recently developed competitively
priced oil fired units. Time will
show whether these new appliances
can, in their turn, make a contribution to exports as established pro-

ducts or whether the manufacturers concerned will return to the
exclusive production of solid fuel
appliances as the price of oil
returns to its former level.
As far as we know, gas-fired
boilers have never been produced
here, they are high-technology products that are best produced in
large volume. This is not to say
that they never will be produced
here since the market for domestic
gas boilers, which last year stood
at eight to nine thousand, is now
likely to expand. The natural gas
industry looks as if it may do
reasonably well now that the
Dublin Gas trauma has been more
or less dealt with while a small but
growing LPG industry is likely to
need about three thousand boilers
in the next twelve months or so.
Due to the increased activity in
the domestic market, which has
never been quite as stagnant as the
industrial sector, we may expect to
see continuing development in
both oil and gas-fired units. Condensing gas boilers are now
available, although not as yet making much impact; there is even at
least one condensing oil-fired
boiler as well as a couple of roomsealed oil-fired boilers with. balanced flues.
The products described herewith
cannot give the full picture but
they <to give a useful guide to the
range of boilers now available to
the trade and to the public.

Glow-worm
Meeting
Installers'
Demands

• The new oil-fired Buccaneer cast
iron sectional boiler from
P J Matthews.

guage tube and fittings and Peglers
radiator valves.
P J Matthews offer a 24-hour
free of charge delivery service
Dublin and country.
'
Should further information be
required the heating and plumbing
divisions will submit details and
quotations as requested. These
should be requested from: P J
Matthews & Co. Ltd, 134 Lower
Baggot Street, Dublin 2. Tel:
789055. Telex: 24438.

Considerable benefits for the installer and stockist as well as consumer are promised with the Glowworm co-ordinates, a brand new
range of gas central heating back
boilers.
Two boiler sizes, including the
highest output of any back boiler
currently on the market, are now
available fronted by a choice of six
gas fires, most of them already
top-selling designs.
Glow-worm research has shown
that, while back boilers continue to
account for some 221170 of the
overall market, it is the private sector, one-off purchaser and no
longer the local authorities who
dominate. This is due quite simply
to the growing amount of replacement business which currently accounts for over half of the BBU's
. sold.
Not surprisingly, a foremost
consideration for the company has
been the selection of gas fire fronts
certain to appeal to the one-off
market - and provide products
that offer the customer a real
reason to replace. Glow-worm now
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Heating & Ventilating/Air Conditioning/Refrigeration/
Fuel Conservation/Environmental Engineering/Pollution Control

Consulting Engineers
Architects
Contractors
Gas Engineers
Plant Engineers
Specifiers
Energy Managers
Local Governmentl
Authority Officials

Ireland's Building and Mechanical Services

EXHIBITION
As we progress through the decade the Building Services
Industry faces challenging times. But all is not doom and gloom
as the arrival of an independent fuel supply - natural gas - and
the massive concentration on energy conservation results in pro·
jects that would never have otherwise begun. Energy conserva·
tion. of course. continues to be of major importance to the industry and is an area of growth both for installation and technological development. Never before has there been such a need
for energy conscious controls and industry in general is looking
to the Building Services Industry to fill that need.

Venue: Dublin's
Burlington Hotel
Exhibition Halls
Date:

March, 24, 25 & 26
1987.

Times: Tuesday, 5p.m. - 8p.m.
Wednesday, Noon - 8p.m.
Thursday, Noon - 5p.m.

Venue: Dublin's
Burlington Hotel
Exhibition Halls

UNITS A 8' x 8' (64sq. ft.j £650
UNITS B 10' x 8' (BOsq. ft.) £735
UNITS C 10'

x 10' (100sq. ft.j £830

Rates are for unfitted carpeted
sites and include an exhibitor
name panel. Where additional
units are booked deduct 50%
discount from subsequent sites.

Date:

March 24, 25 & 26
1987.

Times: Tuesday, 5p.m. - 8p.m.
Wednesday, Noon - 8p.m.
Thursday, Noon - 5p.m.

All above fates exclude VAT.

Contact: Joe Warren
Irish Trade & Technical Exhibitions (ITTEX) Ltd.
5/7 Main Street, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
Tel: 885001. Telex: 92258.
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have a back boiler to meet the
demands of each sector of the gas
fire market including the growing
"live fuel effect" as well as
"period look", "wood case" and
"contract" sectors.
As consumers are influenced by
the type and style of gas fire on the
front of the boiler, the Co-ordinate
LFC - based on the highlySuccessful coal effect Flickerflame
fire - with flickering flames and
underbed lighting is certain to be a
winner. A lower cost, log-effect
version called the Co-ordinate LFL
is also available.
Period look fires account for an
important 27% of the gas fire
. market. The Glow-worm Countess
is proving to have a high aesthetic
as well as value for money appeal
here and, as the Co-ordinate PLS
should prove no exception.
The traditional all-wood case
fire, the Highspeed G5, will be
fronting the Co-ordinate GLS; the
attractive Co-ordinate G will
replace the existing Capricorn
BBU at the contract end of the
range and the Co-ordinate GL will
replace the Galaxie.

Installer Benefits - Higher output boilers - which research again
. showed were demanded by installers - are now available with
the Co-ordinate 56 (40,000 to
56,000 Btu/h) costing no more
than previous 46,000 Btu/h output
models. The Co-ordinate 45 is
range rated from 22,000 to 45,000
Btu/h and both fit easily into the
smallest builders openings with
fires that fit flush with the chimney
breast.
The heart of the new back boiler
is the high water content
Spacesaver Mark Two heat exchanger design, a cast iron
favourite when it comes to overcoming most boiler noise problems.
The ne\'1 Glow-worm Coordinate boiler, complete with controls, is delivered in one speciallydesigned pack with the gas fire,
heat exchanger and casing in
another - just two separate packs.
Further details are available
from: C & F Ltd, Unit G7,
Chapelizod Industrial Estate,
Chapelizod, Dublin 20. Tel:
265831/264917.

_.The Co-ordinate LFC - an attractive flicker-flame gas fire teamed
WIth Glow.~orm's latest back boiler to give a comprehensive system of
central heatmg, hot water, as well as a feature fire that provides radiant
and convected heat.

We'll brin~ asmiletoyour
home witfi
.'.
Potterton
':i

Gas

Central

Heatin~
HEATEQUIP LTO.
Eurohaul Centre,
Greenhills Road, Tallaght,
Dublin 24. Tel: 519711
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Trianco
.Domestic
Oil-Fired Range

Since the launch of the Trianco
TRO MKII oil-fired boiler range
in 1980, the domestic oil-fired central heating market has fluctuated
almost like the swell of the oil-rich
North Sea, but the TRO MK1I
boiler range has remained undisputed best-seller irrespective of
the market trends.
Designed to perform with utmost efficiency, to utilise the
highest proportion of energy from
a precious fuel resulting in savings
for the end-user, the TRO MKIl
boilers were first in the market to
achieve in excess of 80070 thermal
efficiency.
Now six years after their initial
launch, the TRO MKII remains
one of the most highly-efficient
boilers on the market. The wellproven and reliable operation
enables the heating engineer to
recommend and install the TRO
with confidence and the combination of efficiency, compactness
and neat appearance delight the
homeowners who choose, or are
obliged to heat their homes with oil
fired central heating.
There are 12 models in the TRO
MKII range, six available with
smart and durable white casings
for kitchen installation, and six
with black utility casings for
boilerhouse installation.
The TRO MK1I range covers
output ratings from 12kW to
73kW suitable for heating the
smallest to largest homes or commercial premises.
The white cased models, the
smallest measuring a mere 367mm
wide, have sufficient space within
the casing to fit a water circulating
pump. A "plug-in" programmer is

also available, designed to achieve
the same degree of control as the
wall mounted equivalent, the plugin programmer is quick and simple
to install during or after boiler installation.
Standard on the kitchen cased
models is a built-in limit thermostat as well as the main control
thermostat for safe and efficient
temperature control.
For application in areas where a
conventional chimney is not
available or practicable, Trianco
are able to offer a range of
patented flue terminal silencer kits.
Suitable for use with the four
domestic DOBETA approved
models, the five flue kits are
available to suit a variety of arrangements whereby the products
of combustion can pass quietly and
clearly to the outside. The kits, all
connected to the boiler flue offtake, can be installed to direct, and
silence, the gases through an outside wall immediately behind the
boiler, or can be directed to the left
or right and extended through an
adjacent wall. Kits are also
available to vent the gases through
a single storey flat or pitched roof.
Also in Trianco's range of
domestic oil-fired boilers is the
Centrajet 13/17 wall hung room
sealed boiler. A rarity in oil fired
heating compared with its gas fired
equivalents, the Centrajet is most
suitable for kitchen installation in
any home not on the gas mains. It
will fit neatly on the wall adjacent
to modern kitchen cabinets or indeed, can be' fitted at below
worksurface height, under the
stairs, or in a garage.
The Centrajet 13/17 is one of
the few true balanced flue oil fired
boilers available today and
together with the TRO MKII
models rounds off what can be
considered a formidable range of
oil-fired equipment.
Details
from
Heating
Distributors Ltd, 145/147
Richmond Road, Dublin 3. Tel:
375144/5.

• Thorncliffe roomheater from the Trianco range of central heating
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss5/1
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TRO oil-fired domestic central heating boiler from

BERMUDA - The First Name
for Fireside Central Heating
Just imagine what gas central
heating does for the home - and
your family. What could be nicer
than the cosy warmth of whole
house heating. With constant hot
water on tap. And because it's gas
you can be sure there's no more
convenient and economical way to
heat your home. Gas is controllable. Gas is flexible. Modern
thermostatic and time controls
turn your system on and off when
you want it - day or night. A back
boiler is the most sensible, spacesaving. and convenient way to heat
your home. And Baxi Bermuda
boiler is the most beautiful way to
enjoy gas central heating. The Bermuda has been the first choice for
1!/.i million homes already, making
it by far the single most successful
concept in home heating.
It's easy to see why.
For years gas central heating has
meant finding room for the central
heating boiler, usually in an
already cramped kitchen where
every spare inch is valuable.
The Baxi high efficiency central
heating boiler has done away with
all that. You can't actually see the
boiler, as it cleverly fits into the
empty chimney space. so waste
ga es go straight up the chimney.
From there the boiler provides all
the heat and hot water your home
needs. And in front, you can
choose from a range of magnificent fires. So you've a genuinely

heartwarming focal point to your
living room.
And because the boiler and gas
fire are completely independent
you can use the fire without the
boiler and vice versa. Which is
especially convenient on those
warmer days when all you want is
hot water not a hot room.
PUlling the central heating
boiler in the chimney gives you
other advantages as well. Because
it uses your chimney as a flue, the
boiler actually ventilates your living room, drawing in fresh air all
the time. Leaving your homc comfortable - never stuffy.
Because all homes and families
are different, we have made the
boiler in two sizes. Model 401 is
range rated from 15,000 - 40,000
Btu/h and model 552 from 34,000
- 55.000 Btu/h. Each model is so
flexible that it can be adjusted to
meet your home heating requirements, exactly.
The system can heat up to 10
radiators, a towel rail, all the hot
water you desire and give you
. natural radiated heat in your living
room. Or if your house is smaller,
the output will be adjusted to provide the right amount of heat economically. Having the right size
and output means that you save
money - and don't waste heat.
Details from Brooks Thomas
Ltd, aas Road, Bluebell, Dublin
12. Tel: 783422.
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DOMESTIC BOILERS

The Heart of a Warm Home
..

~-~~~

•

Fan assisted,
balanced flue.

The Panda Kitchen
oil-fired boiler.

SIME
RIO

New high efficiency
Models IR and RM

e Cast Iron Body for Long Life
e Easily Cleaned and Maintained
e Automatic Operation + Control
e10 Year Conditional Guarantee

01 L/GAS

elncorporating Full + Approved
Safety Controls
e Town/NaturallLPG Gas as
Required.

Model RM
cast iron body is
~ guattQbttee The
guaranteed for 10
Cast Iron
years against leaks, faults or defects on the
strict understanding that installation and
Gas Boilers
operation procedures have been carried out
Model IR cast iron boiler.

in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions and .installation is by appropriately
qualified parties to approved codes and
practices. All other parts and accessories are
guaranteed for one year.

HEVAC LIMITED, L1STER COMPLEX, BALLYMOUNT ROAD, CLONDALKIN, CO. DUBLIN.
TEL: 519411. CORK, TEL: (021) 500166
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Couchman, the CIS and others
and which fully complies with the
requirements of the 11 RS and the
HQSC (see page 1).
Essentially, what the Co-Link
system comprises is a method of

using two or three boilers on the
same domestic heating and hot
water system. It saves costs,
simplifies pipework, is inherently

safe and prevents wasteful circulation through a disused boiler. It is
suitable for installation in a typical
two-storey system to link two
boilers; a typical single-storey
system to link two boilers; and a
FEED 8
EXPANSON
TANK

Co-Link Interlinking
Made Perfect
When first introduced to the
marketplace a little over two years
ago, Co-Link created quite a stir
but, through a lack of any concerted marketing approach since
then, seems to have faltered a little. However, now that RSR
Engineering have taken on responsibility for the system, a more
agressive picture is emerging with
trade press advertising, general
press information and even a
specially-prepared booklet now
readily available.
The latter is presently with the
printers and, when published
within the next few weeks, will
provide all those interested especially intending installers with the complete scenario on CoLink.
BrieflY speaking, Co-Link is a
device developed here in Ireland by
an Irish design team including Bob

DUAL
COIL CYLI NDER
OIL OR GAS
BOILER
3/4"SAFETT
VALVE

PUMP -

-

-7P'.u.~

3/4" SAFETY
VALVE
BACK IRANGE
BOILER

RAD.

/
MOTERISED/ HAND
VALVE

WHEEL

_

• Conventional Plumbing Layout for Interlinked Systems.

~ I Heating Distributors Ltd.. I
TRO - MK2 Pressure
oil-fired boiler.

Flue
Terminal-Silencer
Option
Where any of the domestic models are
to be installed in an area where a
conventional flue arrangement is not
practicable, one of the patented
Trianco Terminal-Silencer flue kits can
be used. This allows the products of
combustion to pass quietly and cleanly
into the atmosphere, and five standard
kits to suit a variety of requirements
are available. They may be fitted to
operate through a roof or wall which
can reduce installation costs. A
separate detailed leaflet is available on
request.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss5/1
DOI:
10.21427/D7Q997
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BOILER

1025mm(TROI
1016mm(TRO BI

375144/5 & 370531 .
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NewsGlow-wormCo-ordinate LFL.

typical two-storey system to link
two solid fuel or three boiler
systems.
In the coming issues Irish H& V
News will give brief installation instructions for each but, we begin
this month with the first on the list.
To Second Boiler - In most
cases, the range or boiler that is
connected to the Co-Link will
usually be the smaller of the two
boilers. The second boiler will
usually but not always be gas or
. oil-fired. It is a mistake to use a
Co-Link on a very large system,
where the output of the smaller

boiler will be far below the heat requirements of the radiators. Exceptions to this rule would be instances where the Co-Link was
connected to a smaller circuit with
separate zone control or instances
where the Co-Link was used for a
separate hot water circuit.
Because it functions like a 3 way
valve, the Co-Link prevents the
solid fuel boiler from heating when
the main boiler is running. The second boiler is likely to be heated by
the directly connected boiler unless
some means for isolation can be
provided, and correct practice
recommends filling a motorised
valve.

• Typical Two-Storey System usillg
Co-Link to link Two

Boiler~.
SJAi:1M~

COIL CYLINDER
OIL OR GAS
OOILER

The perfect gas fire/back boiler
partnership.
Gas central heating gets the beauty treatment.
Up front, a handsome gas fire trimmed in brass with
a textured brown canopy and hearth and a unique
flickering flame effect. Behind the scenes, a powerful
Glow-worm back boiler providing ample heat and hot
water for the entire household.
The fire has a five-setting top-mounted heat control
and realistic logs behind its attractive glass front.

The Glow-wormCo-ordinate LFC.
RAD.

/

•

/

BACK /RANGE
BOILER

i-.i·"

.

/

/

MOTORISED/HAND WHEEL
VALVE!
VALVE

HEVAC - The 'One-Stop'
Alternative
Hevac Lld bring the consumer the
most comprehensive, one-stop
shopping package available. Full
details are as follows:
Why a backboiler? - Well, a
central heating boiler has to go
somewhere. But where? You can
have one installed in the kitchen,
but space is usually at a premium
there. A back boiler is designed to
fit neatly away in an empty
fireplace, using the eXIsting
chimney as the basis for the flue.
Once it is filled, all you see is an
elegant gas fire.
Unseen taking up no living
space wh~tsOever, the backboiler
offers full central heating warmth around the house and piping hot water on tap. And, of
course, you get the wonderful
comfort of a modern gas fire. The
Housewarmer is one of today's
most advanced, reliable and compact back boilers.
Range rated from 30,000 to
45,000 Btu/h, it meets the needs of

virtually all 2, 3 or 4-bedroomed
homes. For maximum flexibility, it
works independently of the gas fire
you choose to go in front of it.
So you can decide to have radiant and convected heat in your
living room just whenever you
wish. And not when you don't.
The right radiators - You can
have up to 7 or 8 radiators working
from
your
Housewarmer
back boiler. And you can't go
wrong in choosing panel or superconvector models from THORN
EM I. Slim in appearance and
featuring smooth, safely-rounded
tops, they combine classic good
looks with excellent heat output.
Rise and shine The
Housewarmer will quickly heat up
all your hot water with an
economical,
automatic
temperature control. You get all
the hot water you need, whenever
you need it.
APOLLO Wall-hung boilers The Apollo range gives you three

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1986

The perfect gas fire/back boiler
partnership.
Gas central heating gets the beauty treatment.
Up front, a handsome gas fire trimmed in brass with
a satin black canopy and hearth and a uniqu~ flickering
flame effect. Behind the scenes, a powerful Glow-worm
back boiler providing ample heat and hot water for the
entire household.
And even with the gas turned off, you can make the
'coals' glow by switching on the underbed lighting.

GI~
~.).
e..

truotit

THE LEADING AUTHORITY ON GAS CENTRAL HEATING AND FIRES
UNIT G7, CHAPELlZOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
CHAPELlZOD, DUBLIN 20.
'
TELEPHONE: 265831/2648981264917.
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heating need.
For the correct choice, we
strongly advise that you rely on the
professional experience of a central heating installation engineer.
The Apollo Fanfare _ Making
possible a new level of performance and a greater choice of positioning, the fan-assisted Fanfare is
(he latest addition to the Apollo
range.
Apollo
lightweight
gas
boilers ..... when you need lhe best,
go for the best seller.

•
• The Apollo range giv~s the
choice of three methods of flue.
Details from Hevac.
methods to "flue" (just another
way of saying chimney) with a
choice of Open, Balanced or the
new fan-assisted method on our
lalest model, The Fanfare. And of
course, there's a range of heat OUlputs 10 sui I almost any domestic

1"--

GEMINI combination boiler The new Gemini gives you instant
hot water whenever you need it,
24-hours a day whether lhe central
heating is on or nol. Plus two
features to ensure maximum comfOr! and convenience: A high flow
rate suitable for any domestic hot
water need, and a sensitive e\ectronic control to give precise hot
water temperature.
The Gemini is great for showers.
The water is delivered at a really
invigorating mains pressure, and
with its thermistor control, J"ou
can always rely on a constantly
safe water temperature.
MARATHO
gas boilers The Marathon boiler really puts
you in control. The basic control
panel allows you to control the
boiler temperature. With the addition of the optional THOR EMI

BAXI

programmer you can select the
temperature you want for as long
as you want - pre-sel a whole
variety of automatic sequences for
hot water, with or without central
heating. All at the turn of a dial.
And all beneath an allractive
transparent cover.
As well as slimming down our
boiler and our radiators, THORN
EMl Heating also helps slim do"n
fuel bills. Your fuel bills. Once
your capacity requirements are
established, the matched rating of
our Marathon boiler means you'll
never pay for fuel you don't need.
Another way THOR
EMI
Heating puts you in control.
PANDA oil-fired indoor boilers
- Wilh 16 different oil boilers ineluding cased, uncased and
through-the-wall models, the
"Panda 11" range is the widest you
can choose from. There are three
output ranges varying from 11.7to
32.2 kW (40,000 10 120,000
Btu/h). The boilers are fully
automatic, burn either kerosine or
gas 0'1I (40/50 ker os'me on I)
y , an d
th'
elr h'Ig h e ff"IClency 0 ffers maximum fuel economy. Ask your installer which "Panda 11" will suit
your requirements.
One simple control sets the thermostal. This looks after the
temperature you desire and turns
the boiler on or off accordingly.
And with an optional programmer

• The Marathon boiler from the
extensive Thorn range by Hevac.
filled inside lhe boiler, you can
have a whole variely of automat'
sequences for hot water, with 0
wit. h out central heating.
SIMERIO AR _ lR cast iron
boilers have been specially designed to operate with oil or gas with
perfectly balanced combustion and
very high efficiency.
The boiler body, formed with
assembled sections, is made of
special cast iron which, being

]

G.F.

•
•

Proving Just How Beautiful Gas Central
Heating can be
It features real flames, red, yellow,
orange, flickering and dancing round
incredibly lifelike "coals". To complete
the picture an independent illumination
beneath the fuel bed casts a cheery glow
through the coals. This can be used
whether the gas is on or not. Classically
housed in a regency styled surround, it's
the most elegant, heatwarming
centrepiece imaginable.

AGENTS

Naas Road. Bluebell. Dublin 12. Tel: 783422

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss5/1
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highly resistant to corrosion, ensures a long trouble-free life. The
shape and volume of the combustion chamber have been designed
to accommodate all types of oil or
gas burners.
Maximum advantage is taken of
radiation in the combustion
chamber and the combustion gases
are channelled to the chimney
through a highly sophisticated
thermal exchange circuit. As a
result a high efficiency is obtained
with a low fuel consumption.
The front doors can be easily
opened for inspection or complete
cleaning of the boiler. The twocolour casing, elegant and modern,
is made of stove-enamelled selfinterlocking steel panels.
Insulation is ensured by mineral001 lining. A functional control
panel, entirely pre-wired, completes the boiler.
SIMERIO natural draught gas
boilers are constructed to provide
years of reliable and efficient
operation. The completely wet
combustion chamber minimises
heat losses and reduces gas consumption. The boiler is floor
mounted and suitable for open

----JI
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(conventional) flue.
The boiler is fitted with an atmospheric stainless steel burner,
permanent pilot and incorporating
approved gas safety controls for
automatic on/off operation.
All RB boilers come complete
with attractive white enamelled
casing, with hinged front door giving easy access to controls and flue
cleaning.
All boilers are water and gas
tightness tested at works before
despatch and are suitable for installation in open pumped/gravity
or sealed systems.
Boilers are designed for maximum working pressure of 60 p.s.i.
(4 bar) electrical supply 2201240
volt single phase 50 Hz 3A. (Integral pump can be supplied as an
optional extra).
Further information on this extensive choice from Hevac Ltd,
Ballymount Road, Clondalkin,
Co. Dublin. Tel: 519411.

KOlogfOIS her 11
from Pottertoo
Potterton has just announced the
launch of the new range of floor
standing gas fired boilers - The
Kingfisher 11.
This comprehensive new range
has been developed to replace the

previous best-selling Kingfisher
and is designed to meet the changing market needs by providing attractive, stylish products to suit
every installation requirement.
A prime mover in the development of the replacement market,
Potterton recognised the need for
an attractive new boiler for this
massive market.

the Kingfisher RS50, RS60, RS80
- all of which have optional flue
extension kit - and the RSlOO.
Five conventional flue models are
also available, the Kingfisher
CF40, CF50, CF6O, CF80 and
CFlOO.
In addition, the Kingfisher II is
available in two LPG models, with
outputs of 66,000 Btu/hr and
100,000 Btu/hr for those homes
outside gas mains.
The new Kingfisher has been
designed to meet the critical
demands of today's homeowner.
The attractive drawline styling of
the robust high resolution white
casing is enhanced by a contrasting
Saluki Bronze trim and will compliment the most modern setting.
Most new Kingfishers are designed
to fit easily under a standard range
of kitchen units or with optional
panel, fit nearly alongside.
Sometimes, the boiler may be installed on its own and for this purpose, an additional side panel kit is
available.
The new Kingfisher II retains
those features which made its
forerunner such a success, including the facility for mounting a
pump of course; a reliable cast iron
heat exchanger for a longer life
and reliability.
Details from Heatequip Ltd,
Eurohaul Centre, Greenhills Road,
Tallaght, Dublin 24. Tel: 519711.

• For details on all Potterton
products contact Heatequip.

The previous Kingfisher led the
floor standing market and now the
new Kingfisher II has been
developed to keep Potterton in the
forefront, continuing their lead in
this major sector.
Potterton have launched nine
new natural gas Kingfishers to
cover
all
gravity
hot
water/pumped heating, and fully
pumped systems. The models incl!lde four balanced flue boilers -

[ L - . - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1

P. J. Matthews & CO. Ltd.

~

A Subsidiary of ABBEY LTD.

FULLY AUTOMATIC HEATING SYSTEM
.

Ideal Mexico
slimline gas boiler.

Grant oil-fired
steel boiler.
LIMERICK BRANCH:
Tipperary Road, Ballysimon,
Co. Limerick.
Telex: 28222 MTHL El.
Tel: (061) 43722/43904/43402.

,

•

.

Myson Velaire indoor
oil burner.

P. J. Matthews & CO. Ltd.
134/135 LOWER BAGGOT STREET, DUBLIN. TEL: 764445.
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WATERFORD BRANCH:
Ballytruckle, Waterford.
Telex: 80792 MTHW El.
Tel: (051) 7217114.
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Having been absent from
this page for so long I
must admit as I attempt to
begin this column that it's
just coming back to me
why I stopped it in the
first place. Still, I know
how much I've been
missed, especially by those
of you I had a cut at in
the past. But this time
'round you can rest
assured. There'll be no
knocking copy on this
page
unless of course
it's warranted!
But let's begin.

* * *
Since I last wrote this
column much has changed,
both within the industry
and here at the magazine.
Like you, we too have
gone through a lean period
but hopefully are now
joining with the rest of
you in experiencing an
upturn - however small
- in all our affairs.
As you have seen from
Page I, Irish H& V News
has changed hands and
now rests firmly in those
of yours truly. Joe Warren
who is even better known
to some of you - take a
bow all golfers - is also
part of the new set up and
he continues as Sales
Manager. Mind you, as I
write I'm beginning to
think I got it wrong yet
again. As I slave here over
the typewriter he's out
there enjoying himself in
the brilliant sunshine that's
blessing the latest BTU
outing.
But enough of us.

-= --=
- - -E

team's pullovers. The
gesture in itself was very
supportive Dermot but
even you couldn't have
anticipated the
extraordinary performance
turned in. Maybe they'll
prove to be "lucky" for
the team again next time.

* * *
And talking of pump
people (Dermot Murphy,
Grundfos..... get it?) Tony
Cusack of Wilo is very
much on my mind at
present. As you read this
it's only a matter of weeks
before I fly out to London
for the long weekend
courtesy of Tony and
Wilo.
This was the excellent
prize Wilo put up for the
grand draw during the
fund-raisulg ASHRAE
weekend at Nuremore back
in June. No prizes for
guessing who won it.
Many thanks again
Tony. I'm certainly
looking forward to it, not
to mention what it will do
for scoring points with
"her indoors." And I
promise.... .if you can fix it
so that I win the next one
then I really will bring
you.

* * *

Staying with London, I'm
afraid other commitments
meant my missing the
U&V Show but I gather
from Joe Warren that the
Irish turnout was very
strong. Richard Uolfeld
(we seem to be still with
pumps) was very pleased
with himself. His export
arm - H. R. Holfeld
(Exports) Ltd - exhibited
Still on the golf trail, it's
nice to see John English of in conjunction with their
English distributor,
Hevac (and the Lister
Michael Smith Engineers
Group) lining up to
Ltd, and had a very
assume the Captaincy of
encouraging show.
the Society. Capable and
This was their third
all as you are John, you've
successive year at the
got some job on your
exhibition and they have
hands if you're to repeat
the Society's success at the already re-booked for
1987. The UK marketplace
Belfry earlier this year.
was specifically "targeted"
Tony Delaney has set a
by Richard for 1986 and
very high standard and if
results so far have proved
you can get the guys to
exceptional. Their
perform to t.tat calibre
participation at London
again it will be a miracle.
H&V was also assisted by
Our congratulations
once again to both of you. the CTT and they intend
to continue this push by
taking a stand at the
Scottish U&V Show which
And what of the neat
is being held in Glasgow
stroke pulled by Oermot
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss5/1
from 12 to 14 November.
Murphy in sponsoring the

* * *

* * *
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The Uolpak range of
pump sets and pressure
booster systems was
featured and enquiries
were most positive. Nearly
60 new leads and contacts
were established for the
UK alone while those for
other countries included
six for the Middle East
market.

* * *
But now for something
totally different. It's only
just beginning to dawn on
me the lifestyle enjoyed by
my counterparts in the
motoring press. They are
entertained and feted like
royalty and receive any
number of perks. What's
this got to do with the
H&V industry I hear you
ask?
Well, the reason I bring
up the subject is that I
came across Opel's new
range of vans recently and
found them particularly
attractive insofar as they
offer the ideal alternative
to the small/medium/sized
contractor who, despite
having a certain amount of
"gear" to transport about
the place, would still like
the comfort and economy
associated with mol!ern
saloon models.
The new triple choice
from Opel does just that.
Since the arrival of the
5.5cwt Corsa Commercial,
Opel's range of vans now
comprises three as the
Corsa I-litre complements
the Kadett Van and its
king-size companion, the
Kadett Combo.
Carrying capacities are
particularly spacious while
the fitted features from the
driver point of view are
not stinted on. The only
thing miserly about the
range is the amount of fuel
the various models burn.
.For instance, the dieselengined Combo returns
62.8 mpg at a steady 56
mph while the Kadett Van

=:

=
=

By Pat Lehane
is equally efficient,
returning 62 mpg despite
its 66.3 cu ft capacity.
If you're in the market
to change, check them out.

* * *
And what of the
irrepressible Jim
Anderson. Could his
recent illness keep him
down .... give Michael
Buckley and Co. an easy
ride for a while? "Could it
heck" as someone not so
far removed from the
Walker camp put it.
The story goes that,
throughout his recent
hospital stay and
subsequent convalesence
Jim continued working ~t
his normal "workaholic"
rate. Much to the
exasperation of hospital
staff he spent practically
his entire time on the
'phone or dictating
memos, the latter causing
much amusement back at
base camp in Dublin
Industrial Estate.
Apparently, these
memos became known as
the "U" memos - HI
being the first batch of
hospital memos; this was
followed by the H2's from
home; H3 came next from
his holiday hideaway; and
finally the H4's, while he
was back in hospital for
his final check up.
To say that I'm glad to
see you back to normal
Jim would seem pointless,
given that it doesn't seem
like anything changed
while you were ill.
So, here's wishing you
continuing good health for
the future.

* * *

• OPEL's commercial chole

comprises three distinct vans Iwo 1.6 di.sol Kadms and 1.0
··S" petrol engined Corsa. This
is the Kadtlt van which is the best seller in Its c ass, boasting Q 66.3 cu It cargo
area and 61.8 mpg. Its high roofed Kadeu Combo companion takes 81 cu ft.

now, I did an interview
with John Ouignan of
C&F a few weeks back
and, while in his office
spotted the very clever'
mail shot he was planning.
Centred on the Glowworm Co-ordinate range
of gas fires, the literature
comprises a full-colour
brochure including text
and three photographs
depicting different
fireplaces. So what? I hear
you ask. Well, the point is
that this little package is
accompanied by those
cardboard 3-0 glasses
presented during a minor
craze in movie history
many years ago. However,
in this case the effect is to
treat the recipient to a very
realistic picture of the
unique "flickering flame"
effect of Glow-worm's new
range.
Very effective John.

* * *
And finally, I must
mention Christy Kane. for
so long a stallwart
contributor to 10UE
affairs Christy has had to
bow out at committee level
this year because of
pressing business
commitments. While there
are others willing to take
up the role he has vacated,
no one will deny that the
Institute will still be at a
loss as a result of his
absence.

* * *

And now for the
commercial. Given the
manner in which the TV
ads are already bringing it
home to you, it's
Christmas time again. This
year as always, Irish H& V
News will be running the
popular "Christmas
Greetings" section in the
next issue.
Those of you interested
in participating should
send you r business card(s)
immediately to Joe Warren
at our new address. The
cost is £75 per insertion
though those of you taking
your customary page (six
cards) will be able to do so
for £400.
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Standards...
Condensate 11ft-up mechanism automatically

Suction line thermal switch

removes condensate.

avoids unit 'icing up'.

High/Iow pressure cut-out switches

extend the life of the compressor.
Outdoor unit only.
Condenser four speed controller

regulated by ambient temperature.
Heat pump outdoor unit only.
Knock-out panel for fresh

air intake.

Self-diagnostic trouble
shooter identifies and

I

indicates any
malfunction.

Advanced microprocessor gives

remote control of up to 16 units from
one controller.

Automatic Swing Flow louvres

for an even distribution of air.

...notextras
Mitsubishi Electric have dramatically raised
the standards of air conditioning and heat pump
technology, as well as offering many valuable
features - at no extra cost.
Take the ceiling-mounted model shown
above, for example. Its comprehensive
specification and high quality engineering could
fundamentally change the way you think about
cost-effective air conditioning. It incorporates
several advanced features which, from other
manufacturers, are often only available as extras.
Once again, Mitsubishi lead the field in
energy-efficient air conditioning, bringing you a
uniquely impressive product range notable
for its superb engineering, competitive
prices, and totally dependable service support.

The new Mitsubishi range of air conditioners
and heat pumps includes floor-standing as well
as wall, window and ceiling-mounted models.
Every one of them incorporates the highest
standards of innovative technology.
To obtain full details of their outstanding
performance and specifications, may we suggest
you contact Mitsubishi at the address below.

MITSUBISHI
ELE TRIC
The best condition for air to be in

Mitsubishi Electric, Western Industrial Estate, Naas Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 505007/561333. Telex 90221. Fax 561337.
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System 27 is a new configuration in
electronic temperature and humidity
control.
This system gives you flexibility in
choosing a more customized control
set up.
Compose either a simple or a
complicated control scheme. The

modules within System 27 each have
their own specific function.
.
It is the fashion in which they can be
combined that allows for different
control configurations.
Anything between a simple thermostat
or humidistat and a multiple staging

MANOTHERM LTD.

control with digital read-out of process
variables ·is possible.
Save yourself time and effort. Choose
the system that is flexible enough to
build to individual control requirements.
Call your nearest Johnson Controls
supplier today and ask him to send you
detailed information.

Manotherm Ltd. 4 Walkinstown Road DUBLIN 12 Tel. 01 - 522355/522018/522229 BELFAST Tel. 084-645966
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